Sigbjørn Mostue

Tomorrow Everything Will Be Dark
(trilogy)
This trilogy, which Norwegian young adults selected as the best book of 2015, has
shocked and engaged teens in a sensational way. Film rights have already been sold.
Tomorrow Everything Will Be Dark is an action-packed story from the first page to the
last. It is a merciless and brutal dystopia realistically depicted in a cross between disaster
and a kind of zombie genre. We follow completely ordinary teenagers who are
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suddenly cast into chaos. Everything that is safe and civilized around them collapses and
disappears. They end up as refugees, must make morally impossible and inhuman
choices, and yet still have an indomitable will to live throughout all the darkness. And,
as the teenagers they are, infatuation and burgeoning eroticism play an important role
in life.
Book 1: TOMORROW EVERYTHING WILL BE DARK
- Awarded the U-book Prize
Book 2: TOMORROW EVERYTHING WILL BE DARK: MARLEN'S STORY
(nominated for the U-book Prize)
Book 3: TOMORROW EVERYTHING WILL BE DARK: THE END OF
HISTORY (nominated for the U-book Prize)

Denmark (all three titles)

Suitable for readers aged 12-16.

Sigbjørn Mostue
Sigbjørn Mostue (b. 1969) has a degree in the History of
Ideas. He works full time as a writer, having issued two
crime novels for adults together with Johnny Brenna. He
has also written two fantasy trilogies for middle grade
readers.
Sigbjørn Mostue is one of the participants chosen for
NORLA’s development programme for new literary talents “New Voices”, a part of the
project of Norway as Guest of Honour at the Frankfurt Book Fair in 2019.
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